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Decision NOV 221983 
BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIBS COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter ot the Application ot ) 
Soutbern California Edison Company ) 
for authority to establish a major ) 
additio~s adjustment claus~, to ) 
implement a major additions adjust- ) 
ment billing factor and an annual ) 
major additions rate to recover the )) 
costs of owning, operating, and 
maintaining San Onofre Nuclear ) 
Generating Station Unit No.2. ) 
----------------------------------) ) 
In the Matter of the Application of 
San Diego Gas & Electric Company to 
add a major additions adjustment 
clause (HAAC) to its electric 
tariffs, to adjust its electric rates 
in accordance therewith upon 
Operation of San Onofre Nuclear 
Generating Station Unit 2, and to 
modify its energy cost adjustment 
clause (ECAC) rates. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

----------------------------------) 

Application 82-02-40 
(Filed February 18, 1982; 
amended December 1, 1982) 

Application 82-03-63 
(Filed March 18, 1982) 

ORDER MODIFYING DECISION 83-09-007 

On September 7, 1983, the Commission issued DeCision (D.) 
83-09-007. Both Southern California Edison Company (Edison) and 
San Diego Gas and Zlectric Company (SDG&E) filed applications for 
rehearing of that decision. In today's deciSion, we consider one 
issue raised by those applications--that conce~ning the amount of 
interim cash rate relief gra~ted to petitioners. Our further 
evaluation of this issue has convinced us that as a matter of 
equity, we should increase the amount of this relief. Therefore, 
this order modifies D. 83-09-007 by authorizing interim cash rate 
relief of ec1:'1million to Edison and. $ It?D .. ~million to SDG&E as of 
January', i984. The following d.iscussion explains the reasons 
for this modification. 
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~ D. 83-09-007 found it reasonable to grant .interim rate 
relief in the magnitude of estimated SONGS 2 fuel savings for both 
Edison and SDG&E. This deciSion was based on several factors. 
First, while Edison and SDG&E had applied for a certa'1n amount of 
interim relief, the figures they re~uested were never real, in the 
sense that it was known by all parties that additional revenue 
re~uirement would be applied for later in this proceeding. 
Moreover, because the prudency of expenditures is a primary issue 
in Phase 2, the amounts requested were not examined with any great 
preCision in this phase. The CommiSSion's job in granting interim 
relief was thus to balance ratepayer interests against those of 
the two companies, which the Commission did in the context of what 
it perceived as the goals of Phases 1B and 2. In Phase 1B, the 
Commission would c.onsider not only the request for additional 
revenue requirement, but would examine in greater detail the 
appropriateness of several alternative ratemaking treatments. The 
Commission was of the view that if it granted Edison'S and SDG&E's 
requests in full, it would lose flexibility in terms of such 
alternatives. Secondly, at the time D. 83-09-007 was issued, the 
Commission expected a decision on Phase 1B to be issued in 
February of 1984, thus the period of deferral would be short. 

Several of these factors have changed. since September of 
1983. At this time, it does not appear that we will be issuing 
our Phase 1B decision until April at the earliest, thus the period 
of d.eferral of additional rate relief will be considerably longer 
than we first contemplated. Secondly, our preliminary evaluation 
of Edison's 1B filing, which seeks close to $450 million in total 
cash rate relief, has convinced us that concerning flexibility for 
alternative ratemaking treatment, we were more conservative than 
necessary. We are of the view that the additional relief we grant 
today will not compromise this goal, particularly since it is in 
no way intended to prejudge our eventual deCision on the 
accounting treatment to be accorded to SONGS 2. 
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Finally, our decision to tie the interim relief 

originally authorized to fuel savings was based on our perceived 
need to be conservative in holding back some of the amount 
requested, as well as our judgment that fuel savings do to a large 
extent reflect first-year benefits to ratepayers, and would thus 
be a reasonable measure of interim relie~. Moreover, both the 
staff's and Edison's estimates correlated with each other, and use 
of this measure enabled the immediate impact on ratepayers to be 
nil. It was not a hard and fast determination of the real costs 
of SONGS 2 •. Upon further examination, we believe it more 
realistiC to a~thorize a figure which comes closer to reflecting 
those costs, continuing,' of course, to make the accompanying rates , 
subject to refund pending our final determination of prudency in 
Phase 2. 

In view of all of the above, we consider it equitable to 
both the ratepayers and the two utilities to authorize an 
addi tional $ -q1~S ·'million to Edison and ~:;.9." million to SDG&E, for 

0- . . II • .,.... ~11,_ -
a total of SJ0<f;;and $J.EL..(,. to the two companies respectively, 
effective January'1, 1984. These figures reflect and are 
consistent with the determination in D.83-09-007 that project 
costs be allocated equally between Units 2 and 3. Edison's 
request has, of course, always been based on a 60:40 allocation. 
To imple~ent these increases, we will authorize both Edison and 
SDG&E to amend the investment-related cost rates of their MAAC 
ta~iffs to reflect the increases. These costs will, of course, be 
subject to balancing account treatment. All other requirements 
set forth in D.82-09-007 for implementation of the initially 
a~thorized rates shall also apply to these new rates. We take 
official notice that SDG&E still has ~ considerable overcollection 
in its ECAC balancing account and has pending before us an 
application for a further decrease (A.83-07-016). In order to 
furthe~ rate stability for SDG&E customers, we will order SDG&E to 
cake reductions in its ECAC rates corresponding to the additional 
funds authorized today. 

We finally note that the remaining issues in the two 
pending applications for rehearing will be dealt with in a fUrther 
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order. Today's orde~, while denying rehearing on the single issue 
of cash rate relief, in no way takes a position on or res~lves any 
of the other issues presented in those applications. Therefore, 

IT IS ORDERED that D. 83-09-007 is modified as specified 
below: 

1. The discussion in today's order is incorporated into D. 
83-09-007; to the extent D. 83-09-007 differs, it is disapproved. 

2. New Finding 4Za is added to read: 
"Edison's application fo~ rehearing renews its 
original cash ~ate relief request of $340 
million." 

3. Finding .49 is revised to read: 
"While it would be reasonable. to grant interim 
rate relief in the magnitude of estimated SONGS 
2 fuel savings for both Edison and SDG&E, this 
amount does not realistically reflect the 
actual costs of the project." 

4. New Finding 49a is added to read: 

"The decision on SONGS 2, Phase 1B will be 
delayed several months beyond the date 
originally es~imated." 

5. New Finding 49'0 is added to read: 
"Granting the rate relief requested by Edison~ 
with a comparable amount for SDG&E, will enable 
the Commission to retain adequate flexioility 
for P~ases iB and 2, if it is made clear that 
these authorizations do not prejudge the 
decision as to the cve~tual accounting 
t~eatment to be applied to SONGS 2." 

6. New Finding 54a is added to read: 
"It is reasonable to require SDG&E to further 
review and revise its ECAC rates to the extent 
necessary to offset the increa~e authorized 
tOdo.y·" 

7. New Findi~g 55a is added to read: 
"It may be reaso~able for Edison to further 
adjust its AER and ECAC rates to the extent 
necessary relating to today's authorized 
increase." 

8. Finding 56 is revised to read: 
"The reasonable interim rate increase for 
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Edison unde~ its MAAC is $~~illion. $38.2 
million of this increase is to cover 
noninvestment-related ~xpenses and is not 
subject to balancing account treatment. The 
remainder relates to investment-related costs 
and will be subject to balancing account 
treatment." 

9. Finding 57 is revised to read: 
"The reasonable inte~im ra~e increase for SDG&E 
under MAAC is $ LC' b."* million. $ i 0.7 million of 
this increase increase is to cover j 

noninvestment-related expenses and is not 
subject to balancing account treatment. The 
remainder relates to investment-related costs 
and will be subject to balancing account 
treatment." 

10. Conclusion of Law 2a is added, to read: 
"Edison and SOG&E should be authorized to 
revise their MAAC p~ocedure$ to establish an 
investment-related cos~ rate reflecting the 
increases granted today, which become effective 
January 1, 1984. These costs are subject to 
balancing account treatment.~ 

11. New Ordering Paragraph 7 is added to read: 
"Edison and SDG&E are authorized and directed 
to rile with this Commission, on or after the 
effective date of this o~de~, a revised MAAC 
taritt and a revised advice letter requesting 
rates authorized by o. 83-09-007 and this 
decision. All other requirements established 
in D. 33-09-007 for these filings shall still 
apply.tt 

12. New Ordering Paragraph 8 is added to read: 
~SDG&E is authorized and directed to file a 
revised ECAC tariff to reflect the red~ction in 
ECAC rates approved by this decision. such 
rates shall become effective on ~he date of 
filing but not earlier than January 1, 1984." 
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that rehearing of D. 83-09-001 on 
the issue of interim cash rate relief is denied. With the 
exception of this one issue, the applications for rehearing are 
deemed still pending before the Commission. 

This order is efr~ctive today. 
Dated NOV 22198 , at San Francisco, California. 

I will file a written dissent. 
Priscilla C. Grew 

Commissioner 

IaZOl'!.:;r''!D !~. CR:XES" JR. 
?:-0:::idi,mt 



A.82-02-40 
D.83 ... l1-

PRISCILLA C. GRE~.;r, Commissioner, Dissenting 

I dissent, both on the m~jority's decision to consider the 
issue of interim r~te relief in isolation, and on the majo~ity's 
decision to gr~nt ~t this st~ge further rate increases of $97 

million to Edison ~nd $39 million to SOC&E. 
The sever~l issues r~iscd in the pending opplications 

protesting the SONGS decision should have been analyzed and 
considered together in the normal w~y. Because the ~rguments 
in these applications ure interdependent, I opposed splitting out 
the interim rate relief question in i~olation for ~n e~rly vote. 
For example, SDG&E advances an argument about the Target Capacity 
Factor that is partly based on the amount of interim rate relief 
granted by the Commission. Edison' 5 central contention that "the 

commission's assessment of the decision'S financial impact on the 
the company, ~nd of investor reaction to the decision, is in error" 
i~ based join~ly on th~ interaction of the int~rim rate relief and 
target capacity factor issues in our September 7 decision. I fail 
to s~e the urgency of voting todoy on the Single issue of interim 
r~tc relief, when the rQtas will not go into effect until January 1. 

Given the majority's decision to vote today on this issue, 
r co not find their arguments ~ufficiently persuasive to change my 
mind on the September 7 decision. For the Commission to make a 
change of $136 million in a decision less than three months old 
should require ~ clear showing of legal error or very persuasive 
arguments showing good cause. In my opinion these crit~ri~ are 
not met in the arguments put forward either by the companies or 
by the majority. 

Edison's applicJtions for rehearing raised no Claim of legal 
error on this issue. Rather, Edison argued that "from the investor's 
pcrspectiv~, insufficient cash rate relief was authorized." SDG&E 
~lleged that the decision cont~ined insufficient findings to support 
the ulti:n~te finding that fuel savings are a reasonable measure of 
first ye~r interim c~sh rate relief. SDG&E did not even advance a 
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specific dollar amount for its requested rate increase. It simply 

st~ted that b~sic r~tc8 should be "incre~sed to an ~mount consistent 
with the r~te bose (i.e. investment) ond rate of return approved in 
the decision." 

The majority's decision today mentions nothing about Edison's 
centr~l arguments for more interim rate relief now: (1), negative 
investor reaction; and (2) adverse imp~cts on customers in 1985. 

Instead, the majority develops two different ~rguments of its own 
that I do not find sufficiently persuasive: (1) a two-month delay 
in the Phase lB decision; ond (2) a "preliminary evaluation" of 
the Phase lB application, which is said to show that these new rate 
awards will leave a zufficient margin for future alternative rate
making options. 

The majority wisely chooses not to mention or respond to 
Edison's argumen~thot "evaluations of the Californi~ Public,Utilities 
Commission by investors are not favorable," and that "from the 
investor's perspective, insufficient cash rate relief w~s authorized." 
And the majority properly chooses to ignore Ediso~'s allegations of 
dire rate impact~ for 1985. Edison derives its 1985 scenario from 
its own assumptions: it unoerestimates fuel .savingz, azzu~es a 
drastic one-year amortiz~tion of a large balancing account under
collection in 1985, assumes traditional ratemaking treatment of 
SONGS, and assumes the Commission will award the company's total 
request in the next general rate case. 

Instead of relying on Edison's argu~cnts, the majority's 
decision is based on the following rationale. The majority states 
that there will be a two month delay, to April, 1984, in the 
expected decision date of Phase lB of the San Onofre case. On 
September 7, we had anticipated a February decision. I believe 
that anticipated delay would be a good reason to consid~r modifying 
the decision, if the delay were clearly shown to result in adverse 
consequences. Yet there is no showing made that these companies 
will be in ~ poor financial position in the spring of 1984. Both 
companies have substantial overcollections today in their ECAC and 
E~~ balancing accounts. Edison is still amortizing the unprecedented 
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ECAC overcollcction it h~s enjoyed during 1983, which amounted to 
some $480 million ~s of September. I ~m not persuaded that the 
projected situation for next spring, following the SDG&E general 
rate case and the Edison attrition decisions in December, will be 
so dire that we should drastically change the September 7 decision 
today. 

The second justification advanced by the majority is that a 
"preliminary evaluation" of the· Phase lB application by Edison 
~as convinced them that alternative ratemaking proposals which will 
oe addressed in Phase lB will not be eompromised by the rate 
increases adopted tOday. I dis~gree, and fear that the magnitude 
of too~y's awards could limit our future options. Furthermore, 
I still support the language of our September 7 ,decision citing 
Edison's refusal to update cost estimates daring the Phase lA hearings: 

"Edison argues that it requires substantial cash, 
rate relief at present to sati~fy the financial 
community and maintain its bond rating. However, 
Edison's own actions in this proeeeding do not support 
thiz contention. Eatly in the hearings in thic phase, 
Edison indicated thot total plant eosts had exceeded 
its projections 03 r~flected in the applicotion. The 
st~ff immediately encouraged each company to amend its 
applicotion to reflect the upd~tcd costs. The staff 
even introduced a motion to compel each utility to 
file an amendment. The ALJ denied the motion, but 
indicated to each utility that a failure to amend its 
~pplication would leave it at risk for any addition~l 
sums. Nonetheless, neither eompany filed an amendment. 
Edison'S refus~l to ~mend its applieation contradiets 
its expresced concern for the preeise amount of 
current rate relief." 

Decision 83-09-007 ~t 48 (mimeo) 
The majority today does not amend thiz September 7 language, 

and ~gain refers to this refus~l by the companies to enter upd~ted 
cost estimates during the hearings on the Phase lA proceeding. 
The majority states today, "while Edison and SDG&E had applied for 
~ certain amount of interim relief, the figurec they requested 
were never real, in the sense that it was known by all parties 
that additional revenue requirement would be applied for later 
in this proceeding." 
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The m~jority h~s decided to ch~nge the b~zic rate relief 
concept ~dopted on September 7: it shifts the b~sis of r~te relief 
from the calculation of benefits to ratep~yers in the form of fuel 
savings, to projected cost estirnQtes by the utilities not presented 
in the Phaze lA he~rings. To avoid prejudging our future proceed
ings in this c~se, the September 7 decision adopted our staff's 
recommendation, deb~ted in the rccord,th~t fuel savings are a more 
equita~le measure of first year ,rate relief than is reliance on 
projected future cost filings not yet examined by staff and the 
other parties. Edison's position in the Phase lA .proceeding was 
essentially "grant 100% of our requested relief in 'cash now', because 
w~'ll be coming in for more later." 

None of the grounds cited by the majority for changing our 
Se?tcmber 7 decision were argued in the utilities' applications 
for rehearing. Edison's argument largely relies on its assessment 
of the mood of the investment community. Investors' reactions alone 
should not CQuse the Commis~ion to reverse a prior decision without 
subst~nti~l other justific~tion. Otherwise after every rate case 
we would encourage howls from W~ll Street trying to change our 
minds. SDG&E'S petition merely disputed the basis for using fuel 
s\lvings ~~ .:l mC'.)surc of intC'rim '.)te rclicf, and SDG&E req~es'ted 

.)n unspecified rate incrc~sc. Nothing presented in the petitions or 
in the m~jority'~ opinion ju~tirics .:lltcring our earlier ratesetting 
by $l36 million. I believe th.)t D.83-09-00~ carefully developed a 
thoughtful and reason.:lble determination of appropriate interim 
recovery for ~oth utilities. 

November 22, 1983 
S.:ln Francisco, California 
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